November 9th, 2020

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

John B. Bloom, Chairman Constitution Party of Virginia, (CPV) CPofvirginia@gmail.com, (757)806-8694
SUBJECT: REBUILDING THE “REAGAN COALITION” IN VIRGINIA
Constitution Party of Virginia Chairman, John Bloom issues this statement on the Presidential Election:
I Congratulate Joe Biden, on being the President-Elect and for receiving more votes than any Presidential
candidate in the history of the United States far exceeding the vote totals Hillary Clinton received in 2016.
President-Elect Biden’s Number One Priority must be turning the DIVIDED States of America back to the
UNITED STATES of America.
In 1980, I joined the Republican Party and at 18 was one of the youth that supported Ronald Wilson Reagan
and voted for him twice. In 1984 as a member of the College Republicans of Pen State, WE recruited more
Republicans than any college in the nation. In 1980 I joined the Party of Abraham Lincoln and Ronald
Reagan and in 2016 I left the Party of Donald Trump, which now is “Republican in Name Only”.
I would like to rebuild the “Reagan Coalition” in Virginia and bring together, “Reagan Democrats” (Pro-Life
and John F. Kennedy Democrats), “Reagan Republicans”, “Republicans for Biden”, and Evan McMullen’s
“Stand-Up Republic” and those that left the GOP because of Donald Trump) and Ex-GOP with common
decency, including myself who believe CHARACTER matters for elected officials and who respect and
adhere to the limitations of the Constitution of the United States. The Republican Party has not won a
statewide election in 2009 and the Party of Donald Trump stands absolutely no chance of winning statewide
next year. Albert Einstein said that the definition of INSANITY is doing the SAME thing over and over again
expecting DIFFERENT results.”
I appeal to my friends that remain in the Republican Party, State Senator Amanda Chase who is announced
candidate for Governor, EW Jackson, who I assisted in obtaining the Republican Party Nomination for LT.
Governor in 2013 and others to join me in rebuilding the Reagan Coalition in Virginia. Ms. Chase would be
wasting her time and money and has no chance of getting elected in Virginia, for the Republican Party of
Virginia is controlled by Trumplicans and is “Republican In Name Only “ (RINO).
On November 14th, 2020 at 1:00 PM the Constitution Party of Virginia will hold its State Convention, where
we will re-elect Party officers. I built the Constitution Party of Virginia from scratch in 2016, and will run for
re-election to build the “Reagan Coalition” in Virginia.
Though the Constitution Party of Virginia could most certainly use the donations to build the party, people
are NOT be required to donate to participate in the Convention but must adhere to the following:
1. Pledge loyal to both the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of Virginia (they do not
have to agree with each paragraph of the Constitution but must follow them until they are CHANGED
by Constitutional Amendments).
2. Believe that the 5th Amendment to the Constitution of the United States protects the innocent Right
To Life of the Unborn Child?
3. Oppose any increase of the National Debt as that is a TAX on Future Generations of Americans and
is TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION.
Those wishing to participate in the State Convention must take this Questionnaire:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScWwrlxdPWo5AhLCSZlnIsPYqgUd6R4dyJJM8lLUMKWJkFleA
/viewform
###

THE CONSTITUTION PARTY OF VIRGINIA DEFENDERS OF THE US CONSTITUTION AGAINST ALL ENEMIES BOTH
DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS

